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MLOps (use case) requirements

- MLflow - first free and open-source MLOps product 
selected/tested after the landscaping activity (results 
presented at EGI Conf.)

- Enhanced Experiment Management

- facilitates efficient tracking and retrieval of historical experiments
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Level
2

UC1.Req02/UC2.Req09/UC3.Req07- Organize and track all training 
experiments



Introduction to MLflow

MLFlow Components
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Tracking 
logging of parameters, code 

versions, metrics, and 
artifacts during the ML 

process [2]

MLFlow logo by MLflow Project, a Series of LF Projects, LLC 
licensed under the CC BY 4.0 license

- An open source platform for the machine learning lifecycle
- mlflow 2.8.0 (latest release)

Projects 
standardize the packaging of 

ML code, workflows, and 
artifacts

Model Registry
stores models in a central 

repository and assist in 
model lineage, versioning

Models 
deploy ML models in 

different serving 
environments

MLflow 
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MLflow server instance deployment
- https://mlflow.dev.ai4eosc.eu
- Service capacity: 40 GB /root and 91GB GB mnt disk space

- Backend: 
- Postgres SQL dB (store models, metrics, exp)
- SQLite dB (store users, permissions of experiments and Registered Models)

- Frontend: MLflow UI (experiment/running info, metrics, analyze and compare runs/exps etc.)

- Developed a new dockerized MLFlow tracking server solution [3]
- automatic backups and manually restore operations are written for both dBs.
- traefik as reverse proxy + SSL certificates enabled
- custom auth(oidc integration) plugin is under development

- In [5]: instructions how to setup your own MLflow server instance

- MLflow Authentication (basic-auth) as a plugin
- username and password (= credentials you provided from the self-registration with oidc auth )5

Built containers:

https://mlflow.dev.ai4eosc.eu


MLflow self-user registration
Click Login button, login via EGI 
Check-In the same way as you 
registered for vo.ai4eosc.eu (click 
your Institute name/ 

You have to be member of 
vo.ai4eosc.eu to get access to 
this registration!
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Authenticate in the MLFlow UI 
(frontend interface) with your 
credentials (via email )



MLflow self-user registration
Click Login button, login via EGI 
Check-In the same way as you 
registered for vo.ai4eosc.eu (click 
your Institute name/ 
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Authenticate in the MLFlow UI 
(frontend interface) with your 
credentials (via email )

Enter a new password in the textbox 
"Password" and then click Update 
button.



Tracking Experiments
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Tracking Experiments/Runs
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● MLflow Experiment: is the primary unit of 
organization and access control for MLflow runs; 
all MLflow runs belong to an experiment.

● Run: is a collection of parameters, metrics, tags, 
and artifacts associated with a machine learning 
model training process.

Experiment_name

runs_name (default: randomly 
generated)

Examples:
mlflow.tensorflow → module provides 
an API for logging and loading TensorFlow 
models. 

 mlflow.pytorch → module provides an 
API for logging and loading PyTorch models. 



Tracking Experiments/Runs
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datasets

params/metrics

Artifacts

Code snippets

MLflow signature



Tracking Experiments/Runs
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new run



Comparing Experiments runs
- Select experiments you want 

to compare and the runs you 
want to show in the chart
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runs (hide)

chart visualisations



Packaging projects
package ML code 
in a format to reproduce
 runs on any platform
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MLproject.yaml file

Git Commit hash

Duration of run

Run_ID

mlflow.projects → module 
provides an API for running MLflow 
projects locally or remotely[7]



Model Registry
centralized model store

-Register a new model
Model_name must be unique
!!! a  new version of that model will 
be created (auto increment version 
nr)

- during MLflow experiment run 
or

 
- after your experiment runs.
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mlflow.<flavor>.log_model(model, 

artifact_path="source-files",     

                             signature=signature,                           

          registered_model_name=MLFLOW_MODEL_NAME)

mlflow.register_model(

   f"runs:/{run_id}/artifacts/source-files", MLFLOW_MODEL_NAME

)



Model Registry
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model tags



Model Registry
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model version tags

- fetch the model
mlflow.<model_flavor>.load_model(), or 
more generally, load_model(). You can use the 
loaded model for one off predictions or in inference 
workloads such as batch inference.

https://mlflow.org/docs/latest/python_api/mlflow.pyfunc.html#mlflow.pyfunc.load_model


Model Serving
- fetch the model
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mlflow.<model_flavor>.load_model(), or 
more generally, load_model(). You can use the 
loaded model for one off predictions or in inference 
workloads such as batch inference.

client = MlflowClient()

model_version = client.get_latest_versions(model_name, 

stages=[model_stage])[0].version

model_uri = F"models:/{model_name}/{model_stage}"

model = mlflow.pyfunc.load_model(model_uri)

- serve the model (deploy)
- to run model inference

mlflow models serve --model-uri 
models:/<model-name>/Production -h <hostname> -p 
5001 

https://mlflow.org/docs/latest/python_api/mlflow.pyfunc.html#mlflow.pyfunc.load_model


How to log your own experiment?

git url:  https://git.scc.kit.edu/m-team/ai/mlflow-tutorial.git

pip install -r requirements.txt; 

python mlflow-example/mlflow_forecasting_app_part_1.py

or launch the notebook
mlflow_forecasting_app_v1.2.ipynb
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Example app: Predict the power output information for a wind 
farm in the US

https://git.scc.kit.edu/m-team/ai/mlflow-tutorial.git
https://git.scc.kit.edu/m-team/ai/mlflow-tutorial/-/blob/main/mlflow_example/mlflow_forecasting_app_part_1.py?ref_type=heads


How to share your experiment?
- Once you logged your experiment, 

you can control user access and 
permissions to it.

- Follow instructions in [5] how to 
grant/revoke specific permissions 
to user for an experiment [scripts 
available in [6]]
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User who logged the 
experiment run

User with only “Read” 
permission to that 
experiment



MLflow integrations and community support
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MLflow limitations
- Security concerns
- UI simple design
- Lack of user (!fixed partly in the new version) and group management
- Scalability and performance concerns
- Configuration and maintenance overhead
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MLOps (paid) alternatives
- AzureML
- Weight & Biases
- Neptune.ai
- Comet ML 
- etc..



Conclusions
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• Improved Efficiency: MLflow's streamlined experiment tracking and management significantly reduce the time spent on 

manual record-keeping

• Cross-Team Collaboration and Knowledge Sharing: The centralized approach of MLflow has fostered 

collaboration among diverse teams involved in the ML process 

• Reproducibility:  comprehensive experiment tracking and versioning capabilities provide a robust foundation for 

reproducibility
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Thank you! Any questions?
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